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Abstract

The SNS is a spalhition neutron research facility being
built at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee. The
Lifiac portion of the SNS (with the exceptim of the
superconducting cavities) is the responsibility of the Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), and this
responsibility includes the RFs ystem for the entire linac.
The Iinac accelerates an average beam current of 2 mA to
an energy of 1 GeV. The linac is pulsed at 60 Hz with an
H- beam puise of 1 ms. The first 185 Mev of the Iinac
uses normal conducting cavities, and the remaining length
of the linac uses superconducting cavities. The Iinac
operates at 402.5 MHz up to 87 MeV and then changes to
805 MHz for the remainder. This papr gives an overview
of the Linac RF system. The overview includes a
description and contlguration of the high power RF
components, the HV coitvertdmodtdator, and the RF
controls. Issues and tradeoffs in the RF system will be
discussed, especially with regards to the use of pulsed
superwnducting cavities.
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Figure 1: SNS Linac configuration.

1 OVERVIEW OF SNS LINAC!

The SNS Lmc is a nominal 1 GeV, 2 mA average, I-I
accelerator (Figure 1). The system provides 52 mA peak
at 1 ms pulse width and a 60 Hz re~tition rate. The beam
is choppd with a 6W0 chopping factor, for an average
beam during the puise of 36 mA. The accelerator begins
with an RFQ (from Berkeley), then a Drift Tube Linac
(DTL) to 86.8 MeV, followed by a Coupled-Cavity Linac
(CCL) to 186 MeV. This is the end of the room
temperature }inac. Los Aiamos is responsible for the DTL
and CCL structures and all of the linac RF systems. The
remaining part of the accelerator uses superconducting
cavities (from Jefferson Laboratory), first using B=O.61
cavities to 375 MeV, then using B==.81 cavities for the
remainder of the linac. The RFQ and DTL operate at
402.5 MHz, and the CCL and su~rwnducting cavities
operate at 805 MHz.

The diffenmt structures and frequencies require that 3
different types of klystrons be used. The RFQ and DTL
will use 2.5 MW peak klystrons at 402.5 MHz. The CCL
will use 5 MW peak klystrons at 805 MHz, and the

(Mk’Tl
superwnducting cavities will use 550 kW klystrons at
805 MHz. The types and quantities and applications m
listed in Table 1.

Table 1:Types and quantities of klystrons and HV
- systems for
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Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the RF systems fw
the superconducting portion of the accelerator. Depending
on the power requkxl in the particular portion of the
linac, each grouping consists of either 11 or 12 klystrons
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Figure 2 RF System block diagram for superconducting
cavities. For room temperature cavities, each klystron has

its own RF controls and Transmitter electronics.

In order to standaniize as much as possible, the HV
systems are designed to provide power to klystrons for
‘approximately’ 5 MW of RF. Therefore, the 402.5 MHz
klystrons are tilgured with 2 klystrons per power
supply. The CCL uses one klystron per HV system, and
the superconduc~ing ktystrons are combined in groups of
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11 or 12 per HV system (depending on the amonn{ of
power needed for that portion of the linac). Transmitters
provide support electronics and interlocks to 2 klystrons
(402.5 MHz), 1 ldystron (CCL), or 6 klystrons
(superconducting systems). Each klystron along the entire
iinac Ims its own feedbacldfeedforwardRF control system.
The power required along the superconducting portion of
the linac is shown in F!gure 3. Sin@ the SNS is a proton
machine, the power IE@red is scaled by the cavity 8 and
by the veloeity of the particles in eaeh cavity. Since one
HV supply provides power to 11 or 12 klystrons, each
klystron in that group has the same saturated power level,
set by the highest power requirement in the group. That is
the upper curve in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: The required power level and the saturated power
setting for eaeh klystron in the superconducting portion of
the SNS Linac.

2 RF SYSTEM COMPONENTS

2.1 Transmitter

The transmitter is a major portion of the high power
RF system. it includes the klystron support tank and all
of the support and interlock ekxmonics for the high power
RF systems. The transmitter includes the I-W metering,
the klystron fiiament power supply. the solid state chiver
amplifier, the klystrrm we-ion pump power suppi y and
solenoid supplies, the interlocks for water flow, water
temperature, and air cooling, the accelerator window
cooling diagnostics, and the user interfaee, consisting of
the AC distribution and the programmable controller and
user display.

2.2 High Voltage (HV) System

Figure 4 HV Converter/Modulator

The HV System provides everything from the input
13.2 kVAC line to the kIystron, including the ekxxronics
to provide pulsed HV to the Idystron cathode. Los
AIamos is developing a unique design that provides
conversion of I-W-AC to HV-DC a~ well as the high
voltage pulse modulation needed for SNS. The design is
very conservative with space and appears to be a very
cost-effective approach as well. A block diagram of the
converter-modulator is shown in Figure 4. The design
uses standard 60 Hz technology to convert the incoming
13.2 kVAC to 3 kVDC. lt then uses IGBT’s operating at
20 kHz switching speeds into a 3-phase inverter step-up
circuit and a high voltage reetifier/filter to convert the low
voltage DC into the necesmy pulsed, high voltage DC
for the klystrons. The system is very versatile in that the
only changes needed between the 5 MW klystron
application (135 kV, 70 A) and the 550 kW klystron
application (75 kV, 130 A) are the turns-ratio and
peaking-capacitor value in the 3-phase high voltage step
up tmnsformer. The system employs pulse-width
modulation of the IGBT switching to maintain regulation,
and the co@rol of this PWM as well as the SCR phase
control is achieved by a combination of both fkedbaek and
f&lf&wlrd.

2.3 RF Controk
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Figure S RF Controls for SNS

The RF control system has to be extremely versatile in
order to control RF systems consisting of both room
temperature and superconducting cavities, fkxptmeies of
both 402.5 and 805 MHz, and ldystrons of 2.5 MW, 5
MW, and 550 kW. The control system is based on the
controls originally developed for the Ground Test
Accelerator at LANL, and then recently adapted for the
Accelerator for Production of Tritium. The system is
based on VXI hardware. A block diagram of the control
system is shown in Figure 5. The original GTA system
did all of the actual control electronics in amdog circuitry.
For AIT , the system used a combination of digital (for
low frequency control) and analog (for higher speed
control). Recent advances in the speed of digital
electronics has led us to pursue an alldigiti control
system for use on SNS. In addition it will make extensive
use digital signal processors (lXWs) which will ailow
changes in the controI algorithms by reprogmmming the
DSP’s rather than changing the hardw7are.
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We have also developed an extensive mcdel of the
control system, including such things as kiystron
saturation, loop delay, microphonics and Lorentz-fcxce
detuning, and beam and power suppi y noise. The model
has keen developed in MATLAB/SIMULINK and aIlows
us to optimize the design approach before producing any
hardware. An example of one mcdeling result is shown in
Figure 6. It shows the results of Iterative Learning
Control to minimize the errors from the cavity fill and
beam turn-on transients in the presence of Lorentz force
detuning.

Figure 6 Modeling results for SNS superconducting
cavity showing the effecet of iterative learning control.
Each successive puke shows a reduced error due to
improved feedforwardcorrection.

3 PULSED OPERATION OF A
SUPERCONDUCTING PROTON

ACCELERATOR

Superconducting cavities have been in use for quite
some time, but until recently have been used only in CW
applications. Pulsed operation of a supmcxducting
accelerator has been arkhsed recently in work at DESY
on the Tesla facility, in Japan for the Joint Project of the
Japan Ha&on Facility and Neutron Science Project, and at
Kadsruhe and other places for the European Spallation
Source @SS). The SNS is adding to that work and wiII
make advances especially with respect to the use of pulsed
superconducting cavities for proton acceleration. The
original superconducting design for S?SS had external Q’s
of approximate]y %5 and Eacc of about 11.9 M%’/m. The
resultant effect of Lorentz detuning and microphonics was
relatively small. As the design of SNS has progressed,
however, the external Q’s have increased (to about 6e5)
and Eacc has increased (to 14.2 MV/m). This means that
the effects of Lorentz detuning and microphcinics, while
not at the Tesla level, have become a more serious
problem.

machine varies from one cavity to the next (over a mnge
of –26.5* to -150). To minimize the effect of n4kcted
power, one typically &tunes the cavity so that the
reactive effect of the nonzero synchronous phase is
cance?Jedby the caw”tydetuning. With Lorentz fowex~and
microphonics, it is impossible to maintain exact cavity
detuning. The system must therefore Ix designed to handle
the I@3ectedpower, both in terms of the RF components
and the power capability in the RF source.

4 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS FOR
SNS

The schedute for SINS is extremely tight. Almost all
superconducting applications have spent several years in
development activities. The SNS is scheduled to begin
commissioning in 2005, with first operation in 2006’
There is almost no time for development, because all 105
RF systems must b designed, built, integmted, installed,
and commissioned in only 5 Years. This puts a great
emphasis on using what is available, on designing a
robust system that can accommodate changes, and on
using dependable models for the development

In addition, as in most modem accelerator applications,
there is rdways the need to consider other applications for
the system in order to make best use of the large capital
investment. SNS is no exception. As a result, in addition
to the basic 60 W application, we are considering the
repercussions of king abIe to interleave a 10 Hz pulse
pattern for a second neutron target. This has implications
for the power generation and handling reqnimments, for
the feedfbrward(or Warning’) controi systems, and for the
development of requirements as we begin making the
component purchases. The primary consideration at this
point is to ensure that we do not preclude the option of
the second target with interleaved pulses.

5 SUMMARY

In arriving at the current baseline design for SNS many
different versions were considered in order to trade off the
cost and performance. Of these the primary options wenx
1) room temperature linac with 2.5 MW klystrons. 2)
room temperature linac with 5 MW ktystrons for all of
the 805 MHz linac, 3) supx-conducting with individual
klystrons per cavity and one power supply for each pair of
klystrons, 4) superconducting and 5 MW klystrons split
12 or 16 ways and fast ferrite phase shifters to control the
individual phase and amp!itude, and 5) the current baseline
as presented in this paper.

With respect to proton acceleration, SNS has an ackkxt
problem of the nonzero synchronous phase (to maintain
longitudinal bunching). The synchronous phase of the
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